Two studies used puzzles that required participants to find a word that satisfied a set of constraints. The first study used a remoteassociation task, where participants had to find a word that would form compound words with 3 other words. The second study required participants to complete a word fragment with an associate of another word. Both studies produced distinct patterns of activity in the lateral inferior prefrontal cortex (LIPFC) and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Activation in the LIPFC rose only as long as the participants were trying to retrieve the solution and dropped off as soon as the solution was obtained. However, activation in the ACC increased upon the retrieval of a solution, reflecting the need to process that solution. The data of the second experiment are fit by an information-processing model that interprets the activity in the LIPFC as reflecting retrieval operations and the activity in the ACC as reflecting subgoal setting.
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control ͉ memory ͉ ACT-R S tudies of cognitive neuroimaging have shown consistently that medial and lateral areas of the prefrontal cortex are active when participants are engaged in cognitively demanding tasks (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . However, the field is still trying to articulate the precise roles of different prefrontal regions. The current work uses event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate 2 particular components of cognitive demand: the need to retrieve specific information and the need to focus on specific subgoals of the task. The studies reported will test whether a region in the lateral inferior prefrontal cortex (LIPFC) reflects memory retrieval demand, and whether a region in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) reflects subgoal setting. The studies use special properties of a class of insight problems to separate the functions of these 2 regions. We will test predictions that follow from the Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) theory (6, 7) .
The human prefrontal cortex is a large structure and consists of many distinct areas, both in terms of structure and function (8, 9) . The LIPFC region has been associated with retrieval factors in imaging studies (10) (11) (12) (13) . It is also active in many tasks, particularly those involving language. It has been suggested (14) that the involvement of this region in such tasks can be understood in terms of retrieving the information needed to perform the tasks. Similar to this suggestion, we have proposed (15) that this region serves the role of maintaining the retrieval cues for accessing information stored elsewhere in the brain. The longer it takes to complete the retrieval successfully, the longer the cues will have to be maintained, and hence the greater the activation. Focused studies that manipulate retrieval difficulty produce systematic differences in the activation of this region. This region tends to respond to manipulations of fan or associative interference (16, 17) , retention delay (18) , and repetition (15) . These are all factors that influence the duration of a single retrieval from declarative memory. Perhaps the major competing interpretation of this prefrontal region is that it is activated in conditions that require difficult selections among retrieved information (19, 20) . On the other hand, it has been argued that these effects are due to greater retrieval demands in the more difficult conditions (13, 21) . The research reported here will be relevant to adjudicating this difference.
We have proposed (3, 22) that the ACC region is responsible for setting subgoals that enable different courses of information processing to be taken when participants are in otherwise identical problem states. It thus enables internal control of cognition independently of external circumstances. The subgoals determine which branch is taken at decision points in information processing. This sense of ''control'' is similar to some theories of the ACC (23) (24) (25) . However, other theories relate ACC activity to error detection (26, 27) , response conflict (1, 28, 29) , or the likelihood of an error (30) . In the ACT-R theory, ACC activity reflects the effort in setting subgoals. Thus, ACC activity will reflect the number and timing of subgoal changes. Again, the research to be reported here will be relevant to distinguishing this conception from alternative theories.
Cognitively demanding tasks can be characterized as having multiple cycles of a retrieval operation followed by a subgoal setting. For example, the cognitive system may have the subgoal of solving an equation such as 2x Ϫ 3 ϭ 5, and this will lead to retrieval of the information that 5 ϩ 3 ϭ 8. With the retrieval of this information, the system may change its subgoal to solving the equation to 2x ϭ 8. This, in turn, can evoke another retrieval request (e.g., what is 8 divided by 2?). Thus, the cycle is one in which the current subgoal evokes requests for retrieval, and the retrieved information leads to a change in the subgoal. According to the ACT-R theory, the retrieval operations will be reflected in the activity of the LIPFC, and the subgoal changes in the activity of the ACC. Many researchers have noticed that these regions tend to activate together, and this is would be expected, given this information-processing cycle (5, 31, 32) .
The research reported here will capitalize on a feature of certain insight puzzles that allows us to pull apart these normally highly correlated retrieval and goal activities. The first experiment will use remote-association problems (33) (34) (35) (36) . Participants saw 3 words (e.g., ''pine,'' ''crab,'' and ''sauce'') and attempted to produce a single solution word (i.e., ''apple'') that can form compound words with each of the hint words (i.e., ''pineapple,'' ''crabapple,'' and ''applesauce''). In the ACT-R model for this task, a subgoal is set to find a solution, and the retrieval module is continuously engaged until the problem is solved. The important characteristic about these problems is that it takes a long time to retrieve a solution, if one is retrieved at all. This produces a sustained demand on the retrieval module while the subgoal module remains unchanged. However, once the problem is solved, activity will stop in the retrieval module while picking up in the goal module to set the subgoals to process the solution. Thus, ACT-R predicts a cross-over, with activation higher in the LIPFC during problem solution but higher in the ACC after problem solution. This cross-over should not be seen in trials where there is no solution.
Results

Experiment 1.
The average time for a solution was about 12 s, but there was a distribution of times with a standard deviation of more than 7 s. A response-locked analysis was used to deal with this variability. We set the scan of the response as scan 0 and focused on the 5 scans (10 s) before and the 5 scans (10 s) after. We used this scan designation to average all solution trials for each participant to get an 11-scan blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response that began 5 scans before the response. To have a contrast with solution trials, a baseline is needed from the trials in which no solution was produced. In these trials, no response was generated during the 15-scan trial. Which scan should correspond to scan 0 in the response-locked analysis for the solution trials? We averaged these nonsolution scans together for each participant and then produced a weighted average of them to reflect a comparable set of positions for scan 0, as in the solution trials. We calculated the proportion, p n , of the responses that occurred on the nth scan from onset for solution trials. We then calculated the average baseline, B i , for the ith scan of that participant's nonsolution trials as:
where i varies from Ϫ5 to 5 and S iϩn is the average response during scan i ϩ n. Thus, the distribution of scan i locations for nonsolution trials is the same as the distribution of scan i locations for solution trials. Fig. 1 compares the responses of the predefined LIPFC and ACC regions for the baseline and the solution trials. The patterns are quite different in these 2 regions. Reflecting a residual correlation with task structure, the correlation between ACC and LIPFC was a modest 0.56. Nonetheless, a 3-way ANOVA using the factors of region (LIPFC or ACC), time (before or after solution-scans from Ϫ6 to 0 s vs. scans from 4 to 10 s), and condition (solution or baseline) showed a significant 3-way interaction [F(1,19) ϭ 52.80; P Ͻ 0.0001]. In solution trials, the activation in the LIPFC was nonsignificantly greater than the ACC before response generation [t(19) ϭ 0.91], whereas after response generation, LIPFC showed significantly less activation than ACC [t(19) ϭ Ϫ5.28, P Ͻ 0.001]. This is because retrieval efforts in the LIPFC cease upon finding an answer, whereas ACC activity picks up to set subgoals governing answer generation. In contrast, in nonsolution trials, LIPFC activity was greater throughout [t(19) ϭ 2.93 before, 5.15 after; both P Ͻ 0.001], reflecting the sustained effort to retrieve an answer. All comparisons were in the predicted direction, and in 3 cases the effects were significant. The 1 nonsignificant comparison will be significant in the second experiment.
Experiment 2. The differences between LIPFC and ACC in the first experiment were quite robust and qualitatively as predicted. However, the ACT-R theory does more than make qualitative predictions about the effects in these 2 regions. It makes predictions for the exact BOLD responses. Unfortunately, such predictions are difficult to test in the first experiment, with its highly variable response times. Also, the fact that a response was generated immediately upon solution raises the question of whether some effects are associated with response generation. To alleviate these difficulties, the design of the second experiment was such that it allowed more tightly distributed response times and incorporated a delay between problem solution and response generation. This experiment involves a somewhat different word puzzle task, and so it also tests how well the results of the first experiment generalize. Participants were shown a word fragment like ''-a-a-a'' and an associate like hockey and were given 10 s to complete the fragment-the intended answer is ''Canada.'' In a behavioral pilot, participants were asked to generate the response as soon as they thought of it. They were able to solve about 32% of the problems in 10 s, and when they solved the problem, they took an average of 2.98 s, with a standard deviation of 1.77 s. Thus, although these problems took multiple seconds to solve, they were not as long or as variable as the problems in the previous experiment. The 90th percentile for solution times was 5.43 s, and the 95th percentile was 6.72 s. Therefore, we felt confident that most of the solutions would occur early in the 10-s interval before the response was required. A comparison of activity during the early part of that interval versus the later part would offer a test that was free of effects of response generation.
A total of 38% of the problems were solved with the hint, and 90% of these were solved with the intended word. Our analysis will compare those that were solved with the intended word with those that were not solved at all. Fig. 2 presents the results for the same 2 regions as Fig. 1 . It uses as a baseline the average of the 2 scans before the appearance of the cue. It plots the percent change from this baseline for the 10 scans that involve 10 s to process the cue and the 10 s to respond and process the feedback.
This experiment again shows major differences in the BOLD response of the LIPFC and the ACC. Reflecting a residual correlation with task structure, the correlation between the LIPFC and ACC was a rather small 0.32. To be able to compare their activity before response generation, we used scans at 1 and 3 s as reflecting presolution activity and scans at 7 and 9 s as reflecting postsolution activity. A 3-way ANOVA using the factors of region (LIPFC or ACC), time (before or after solution), and condition (solution or baseline) found a significant 3-way interaction [F(1,19) ϭ 15.26; P Ͻ 0.001]. The pattern is very similar to experiment 1. In solution trials, the activation in the LIPFC was significantly greater than the ACC before solution [t(19) ϭ 2.21, P Ͻ 0.05], whereas after solution, LIPFC showed nonsignificantly less activation than ACC [t(19) ϭ Ϫ1.08]. This result replicates the direction of effects of experiment 1, although which effect was significant was reversed. In contrast, in nonsolution trials, LIPFC activity was greater throughout; in one case significantly so, and in the other case not [t(19) ϭ 1.18 before, 3.04 after]. These are the effects predicted by the ACT-R model described below. The achievement of a solution ends retrieval and evokes subgoal-setting activity in the ACC. The failure to achieve a solution means that retrieval efforts continue in the LIPFC and produce sustained activation.
To find what other regions might be associated with solution of these problems, the fMRI data were analyzed looking for voxels that showed a significant interaction between scan and solution. Eight regions were found with 15 or more contiguous voxels that had significant interactions greater than P Ͻ 0.01 (lower bound corrected). Table 1 lists these (regions 3-10), along with the predefined ACC and LIPFC (regions 1 and 2). A very large prefrontal region was found that included most of our predefined LIPFC and much more ( Table 1 , region 1). Raising the significance threshold to P Ͻ 0.0025 (lower bound corrected), we were able to break this into 2 smaller regions: region 4a is higher and more posterior than our predefined region, and it is quite close to the prefrontal regions reported previously (20) , whereas region 4b is lower and more anterior, between our predefined region and the anterior region discussed previously (14) . Table 1 reports the correlation of the regions with our predefined ACC and with our predefined LIPFC, as well as correlations with the predictions of the retrieval and goal modules in the ACT-R model. The left prefrontal region (region 4) and its 2 highly responsive subregions (region 4a and region 4b) all show strong correlations with the predefined LIPFC and low correlations with the predefined ACC. The 2 highly active subregions are also fairly strongly correlated with each other (r ϭ 0.832). The posterior exploratory regions 5-10 are left and right homologues in the parietal cortex, the visual cortex, and the fusiform region. They all show modest correlations with both the LIPFC and ACC patterns and are strongly intercorrelated (r range, 0.805-0.988, mean r, 0.905).
Model of the Task. We developed an ACT-R model to perform this task that involved a minimal set of assumed processes.* Fig.  3 compares a trace of this model solving a problem with a trace of the model not solving the problem. The time is traced down the figure from presentation of the critical cue (e.g., ''hockey'' for ''-a-a-a'') to the end of processing the feedback. The figure represents the engagement of the relevant ACT-R modules (see footnote 1 for tests of predictions of all of these modules). Our focus is on the retrieval module, whose engagement is indicated by the box in the second column, and the goal module indicated by the brackets. The brackets reflect periods of time when the goal module was dormant, operating under a single subgoal. The goal module was called upon to change goals between the bracketed periods. From the response times in the pilot experiment, we assumed a 2.5-s time period to retrieve an answer in a successful trial. We estimated that participants gave up trying to retrieve after 7 s. The other retrieval difference between success and no-success is that we assumed participants resumed their retrieval efforts when they were queried for an answer if they had not yet retrieved an answer. There was a single subgoal controlling this phase of the experiment. Upon successful retrieval of a solution, the goal state was changed, and the problem representation was updated. There were additional subgoals associated with the motor actions and encoding the feedback. The retrieval module was engaged for a much longer period on no-solution trials, whereas the goal module had to set an extra subgoal on solution trials. The observed data agree with the predictions of greater ACC activity during solution trials but greater LIPFC activity on nonsolution trials.
Beyond this general qualitative prediction, we can make predictions for the exact time course of the BOLD response. One can take a pattern of module engagement, like that in Fig. 3 , and predict the BOLD response in each of the predefined regions of interest (7). From Fig. 3 , one can extract for each module a demand function, d(x), which has a value of 1 when the module associated with that region is engaged and a value of 0 when it is not. Whenever there is demand for a module, this demand will drive a hemodynamic response described by b(t), which is a standard gamma function used in previous studies to represent the hemodynamic response (37) (38) (39) (40) :
In this function, m is the magnitude of the response, s is a time-scaling parameter, and a determines the steepness of the BOLD response-the greater the value of a, the steeper the function. We used values of a ϭ 6 and s ϭ 0.8 s for both regions but estimated different magnitude parameters for the 2 regions. Functions d(x) and b(t) were convolved to produce the complete BOLD response function:
We fit the BOLD responses in Fig. 3 by estimating separate magnitude parameters for the ACC and LIPFC. The deviations from predictions can be evaluated according to the following 2 statistic:
which is a sum of the squared deviations divided by the variance of the participants around that data point. There are 24 data points for each region (12 scans by success vs. no success). Because a single magnitude parameter is estimated for each region, the 2 statistic has 23 degrees of freedom. A 2 value greater than 36 reflects significant deviations at a threshold of P ϭ 0.05. This does not take into account correlation in error *A running version of this model may be downloaded from http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/ models under the title of this paper. of measurement in the BOLD function. Correcting for this correlation raises the level for a significant deviation from 36 to 52 (41) . Fig. 4 shows the predicted responses for the LIPFC and the ACC. The correlation with the actual data in Fig. 2 is quite strong (r ϭ 0.929). The 2 measure of deviation between LIPFC and prediction is 29.44, which is within the acceptable threshold, with or without correction for correlation. The model captures the fact that the BOLD response will initially show the same rise whether there is a solution or not, but the BOLD response will drop off upon retrieval of a solution. The 2 measure of deviation for the ACC is 45.00, which is below the corrected threshold. Interestingly, the model predicts that in the solution condition, the ACC activity will become greater than the LIPFC activity only after the response cue. We had failed to get a significant difference after solution and before response. This illustrates how a model can serve to show that a qualitative prediction from analysis of the theory (ACC activity greater than LIPFC activity after solution) may need some adjustment when exact parameters of the process are incorporated (the difference should only appear after the response cue).
Discussion
The experiments confirmed the predicted distinct responses in the LIPFC and ACC. Activity in the LIPFC region continued only as long as the participants were trying to retrieve the solution and ceased as soon as the solution was obtained. In contrast, activation in the ACC increased upon the retrieval of a solution, reflecting the need to process that solution. There are striking similarities between the patterns found in our data and the patterns reported in studies of perceptual recognition (42, 43) . Just as the difficulty of the insight problems extended the retrieval period in our research, this research extended the period of perceptual recognition by slowly revealing pictures. Regions involved in perceptual recognition, like temporal regions, became active with problem onset and stayed active until the identification of the picture. A prefrontal region very close to our predefined LIPFC was among these regions. In contrast, control regions like the ACC became active only at the point of identification. As in our experiment 2, this research showed that these patterns emerged in advance of response generation. These studies suggest that such paradigms are an excellent means of decoupling processes that are normally close together.
As discussed in the introduction, the principal alternative interpretation of this LIPFC area is that it supported selection among retrieved alternatives (19, 20) . If this were the correct interpretation, activation should only have increased close in time with the identification of a solution, when there might be the need to select among alternatives. Rather, activation dropped off upon identification of a solution and continued to rise in the absence of a solution. A number of studies (14, 15, 44) have found an anterior-to-posterior gradient, with more posterior regions more sensitive to interference or competition factors. However, our exploratory study indicated a rather similar response in this task across a wide area of the left inferior prefrontal cortex. This does not seem to be a task that reflects the anterior-to-posterior gradient.
In both experiments, the ACC was more active when the problem was solved. This fact causes difficulty for alternative theories of the ACC. The fact that the ACC response was stronger in the presence of success is particularly hard to reconcile with a view that claims ACC activation is associated with errors-either the actual occurrence of errors or the likelihood of errors. With respect to the response-conflict view, one could argue that in the first experiment, because participants only generated a response if they solved the problem, response conflict could only occur in solution cases. However, this cannot be the cause of the difference in the second experiment, because the response requirements were equated for solution and no solution, and the critical contrast involved scans before the response.
Materials and Methods
Procedures for Experiment 1. Twenty right-handed members of the Pittsburgh community (11 women) ages 18 to 32 years (mean, 23.2 years) completed the study. Participants were presented with 3 hint words that could be combined with a common word to produce a new word. For example, the words ''print,'' ''berry,'' and ''bird'' can all be combined with ''blue'' (i.e., ''blueprint,'' ''blueberry,'' ''bluebird''). Participants had 30 s to determine the common word. As soon as they thought of the common word, they pressed a button on a data glove and were taken to a solution screen. They were then given 5 s in which to speak the target word. After this, they were presented with a screen that asked whether they had solved the problem with insight, and they had up to 5 s to respond. The insight screen instructed them to respond ''yes'' by pressing their index finger button and ''no'' by pressing their middle finger button. After making their insight response, they were presented with a fixation for 9.5-11.5 s (to the start of a new 2-s scan of a volume), and then a new trial began.
If unable to solve the problem in the 30 s, the participant was then taken to a screen that presented the target word as well as the 3 hint words. This screen lasted for 5 s and was followed by an 11-s fixation before the next set of hint words was presented. Participants were given instruction and 20 practice trials during structural scans. The instruction included 1 example of 3 cue words and a solution word. Participants were asked during 1 scan session to solve 63 problems, which were broken into blocks of 9 -10 min. These 83 problem-solution combinations were randomly selected from a pool of 144 found in Bowden and Jung-Beeman (36) .
Images were acquired by using gradient echo-echo planar image acquisition on a Siemens 3T Allegra Scanner using a standard RF head coil (quadrature birdcage), with a 2-s repetition time (TR), a 30-ms echo time, a 70°flip angle, and a 20-cm field of view. The experiment acquired 34 axial slices on each TR by using a 3.2-mm-thick, 64 ϫ 64 matrix. The anterior commissureposterior commissure line was on the 11th slice from the bottom scan slice. Acquired images were analyzed by using the NeuroImaging Software (NIS; http://kraepelin.wpic.pitt.edu/nis/) system. Functional images were motioncorrected by using 6-parameter 3D registration (AIR; ref. 45) . All images were then coregistered to a common reference structural MRI by means of a 12-parameter 3D registration (45) and were smoothed with an 8-mm fullwidth-half-maximum 3D Gaussian filter to accommodate individual differences in anatomy. Spatial F maps were generated by using random-effects ANOVA. Participants were relatively good at controlling head motion during verbal reports-10 kept their maximum movement during the experiment under 3 mm, and 8 had maximum movement under 6 mm.
Procedures for Experiment 2. Twenty right-handed members of the Pittsburgh community (10 women) ages 19 to 30 years (mean, 22.4 years) completed the study. Participants were presented with a fragment of a word that was between 5 and 11 letters long, with approximately half of the letters replaced with hyphens, always including the first letter. The participants would then have 10 s to study this word and try to identify the word. If the participants could solve the puzzle within the 10-s period, they would press a button on the data glove and be taken to a solution screen. This first 10-s period was included to eliminate any problems that could be solved without the cue word, and our analysis is limited to the 90% of the problems not solved in this interval. If the participants could not complete the fragment, they would then be presented with both the fragment and a cue word for 10 s. After that 10 s, the participants would be asked whether they believed they knew the answer to the word fragment, which they would indicate by pressing a button on the data glove. The participants had 2 s in which to respond. Independently of how they responded, the participants would be taken to a solution screen, which presented the puzzle word along with 5 choices for its first letter. The participants would have 2 s in which to select the letter that they believed to be the first letter of the word, with 1 corresponding to the thumb button, 2 to the index finger, etc. After this, the participants were given feedback on their response, and the correct word was presented. This screen remained for 6 s before returning to the first screen with a new word to solve.
Participants were presented with 68 randomly ordered words. They solved these problems in scan blocks that lasted from 9.5 to 10 minutes. During structural scans, participants were trained both on responding with the data glove to the numbers 1-5 correctly, and they were given 10 practice problems drawn from a different set of words. The same scanning parameters were used as in the first experiment. Participants were relatively good at controlling head motion-16 kept their maximum movement during the experiment under 3 mm, and the other 4 had maximum movement under 5 mm.
